PUT A NOSE ON IT!
BY ANDY HARSANT AND
MARK AND HELEN JOHNSON

SONG INFO AND IDEAS SHEET
We’re teaming up again with Comic Relief for the fifth time – because it’s so much
fun to ‘fun-raise’ together and we just love having a laugh! It’s time for some more
light Comic Relief so get ready to Put A Nose On It! and make your laugh matter.
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Electric energy
This song requires high energy, from the get-go and the intro
is just right for getting everyone busting out some funny, funky
moves. Use the video for some ideas on how to dance along or
get crazy with some choreography of your own.

Sing it out
One challenge when singing this song is not to get too excited
or overly ‘shouty’! Use the ‘Put a nose on it!’ phrase in the
chorus to enthuse, but encourage a full tone for everyone’s
voices when singing. Think energy without over-excited
screaming to keep voices staying healthy, with perhaps some
exaggerated arm and body movements to help.

Rhythm and rhyme
You’ll need to find a fantastic rapper for the fast-paced bridge,
which has lots of rhythmic words. Help your soloist to memorise
the rap by providing a copy of the song on CD or as an MP3,
as this will help them to rehearse their part well and really
imbed the rhythm, rhyme and inflection of the lyrics.

In-sync syncopation
The melody in the verses uses pitches that are quite close

ed
‘Noses are r lue
Violets are bard
Poems are harch’
Friday 24 M

together, but given the music’s tempo it’s worth singing these
phrases slowly at first to make sure the melody is correct.
The rhythm on the phrase ‘making laughter
count for so much more’ (and ‘telling jokes
you’ve never heard before’) in verse 1 requires
some laid-back syncopation, however the
‘raising money being dotty and daft’ phrase in
verse 2 has a slightly different rhythm, which
may require some practice to differentiate
correctly from the other phrases.

FUN-RAISING IDEAS

Bake COMPETE
Dress Up
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Entertain

There are so many ways to be sponsored to make
your laugh matter, such as making and selling joke

Stand-up for the money

books, getting sponsored not to laugh or doing a

Excite the children to have a go at doing

‘joke-a-thon’ for the day. Perhaps you can even hold

some stand-up comedy to perform at a

a competition to make the teachers laugh!

whole-school comedy show where the

To get the ideas flowing, task the student council to

prizes are a sponsored donation!

organize an RND Ideas Day during a break or lunchtime
to collect as many of the children’s ideas as possible
across the school.

Hilarious craft
There are lots of ideas out there for
making funny things to sell that
you can make at home or in the

Dress-up for the Dosh
Challenge the children to don the funniest costume –
you could even have a competition.
How about trying these ideas on for size?:
Dress as a baby!
Crazy Hair – hair-bun on a plate!
Come as your favourite food –
spaghetti anyone?
Create an emoticon mask
Wear a wrapped box that says
‘To: the world!’

classroom. Here are some ideas to
crack you up:
A portrait picture could be
very interesting if the artist is
blindfolded!
Make sandwiches where the
bread is coloured with funny
pictures using edible paint!
Wooden clothes-peg super heroes!
Get each child to create a crafty frame around
a photo of their own face. Creative use of craft
materials could make a fun frame display!
Create some wacky zoo handprint animals

Make It, Bake It, Decorate It!
The song encourages us to do some baking and
there are so many yummy treats to sell that could be
made at school, so get raising that dough!
Bonkers B
akes
iscuits
Red Velvet C
RND Character-Cupcakes
Red Nose
Cherry P
Red Fudge
ie

Put on the funniest of faces
The lyrics of the song suggest ways of ‘making
laughter count for so much more’.
Why not have a face-painting stand for some fabulously
funny faces, a silly walk competition or even a competition to
write the best original joke?

The rap also has some great ideas:
takes,
matter, do what it
Make your laugh
Bake a nice cake,
Give your body a shake

And make some money dressing funny,
Do a cool trick, acrobatic,
Juggle like a clown
NOSE ON IT!
But be sure to PUT A
Why not get everyone to learn the rap to chant around the
playground and at break time? You may find some hidden
rappers in your school who would be perfect for performing
the song’s rap at the whole-school assembly!

RED NOSES
Comic Relief has made it easy-peasy for you to get your
fundraising going. Go to www.rednoseday.com/order-stuff
to get a free school or nursery fundraising pack and order
Red Noses to sell at school. This way you’ll have the chance to
find the very rare 10th nose character – Frankinose!

